To attract and retain a loyal group of customers by offering a unique combination of unequaled engineering and product expertise, quality material handling products, outstanding delivery and support, and fair pricing.
For over 55 years, we have served customers all across the US with their material handling needs, and with over 250,000 sq. ft. of manufacturing capacity and close ties with nearby subsidiaries, we’re positioned to deliver products when you need them.

Our knowledgeable sales consultants have years of hands-on experience in the material handling industry and will work closely with you to help design the most productive and cost-effective solutions for your specific operation. We’ll prepare accurate estimates based on drawings you submit, or our engineers will translate your ideas into detailed product drawings, complete with dunnage, cylinders, casters, and other components.

Our extensive product database and our commitment to AutoCAD technology allow us to easily "customize" one of our existing, proven designs to offer you a product that will precisely fit your needs, while keeping engineering design time to a minimum.

Throughout the manufacturing process, our use of modern CNC equipment and highly trained employees ensures the highest standards of accuracy and consistency are met. For over a decade, we’ve led the industry with laser-based manufacturing systems that help provide accuracy, economy, versatility, and consistent quality control.

Our finishing department features a fully automated powder coating system that provides extremely durable and attractive finishes, plus the fast curing time allows same-day shipping of products to speed up delivery times.

We’re continually reviewing all of our procedures and upgrading our facilities to provide you with the most advanced and economical manufacturing service possible.
Manufacturers large and small recognize the significant long-term savings in utilizing material handling products tailor-made to their specific operation. That’s why many of America’s top producers look to Streator Dependable for innovative solutions to their material handling needs to stay competitive in today’s global markets.

Industries We Serve:
- Manufacturers of Primary and Fabricated Metal Products
- Tire and Rubber Producers
- Industrial Machinery Producers
- Electrical Equipment Manufacturers
- Automotive and Aerospace Producers
- Heavy Equipment Manufacturers

OUR CUSTOMERS
Innovative solutions to your material handling needs.

OUR PRODUCTS
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Containers & Bins

Steel, stainless, aluminum, stackable, knockdown … whatever the requirement. Each custom made container is precisely engineered using just the proper material and weld configuration needed for your specific manufacturing operation.

Bin 001 — Galvanized mini-load bin for AS/RS

Bin 002 — Large drop-bottom box (60” x 60” x 60”)

Bin 003 — Large scrap container for aluminum producer

Bin 004 — Large stackable wire mesh container (4-way forklift entry)

Bin 005 — Collapsible stacking container

Bin 006 — Stackable corrugated steel container on skid base

Bin 007 — Hopper front containers

Bin 008 — Corrugated steel drop-bottom container

Bin 009 — Stackable hairpin containers with skid base

Bin 010 — Corrugated steel controlled-flow box and stand
Bin 012 — Corrugated steel container, general use

Bin 014 — Self-dumping hopper operates by gravity

Bin 015 — Drop bottom container on skid base

Bin 016 — Corrugated steel foundry tub w/ lifting eyes

Bin 017 — Corrugated steel controlled-flow container

Bin 018 — Corrugated steel container w/ hinged side

Bin 019 — Controlled-flow containers on workstation

Bin 020 — Knockdown containers for automaker

Bin 021 — Corrugated containers w/ unique feet and lids

Bin 022 — Hot parts container

Bin 023 — Corrugated steel container w/ hinged side

Bin 024 — Standard high-strength hairpin container

Bin 025 — HD Stackable wire mesh container
Bin 040 — Stackable corrugated container w/ special tiering legs

Bin 042 — Stackable corrugated steel parts container w/ skid base

Bin 041 — Controlled-flow container (door closed)

Bin 044 — Heavy-duty drop bottom box for aluminum company

Bin 045 — Stackable basket with casters and tow bar

Bin 046 — Heat-treating container, coated w/ high temperature aluminum paint

Bin 049 — Wire container w/ caster and conveyor runners

Bin 050 — Large corrugated containers w/ rollover fork channels

Bin 051 — Corrugated container w/ skid base, lift eyes, end door

Bin 053 — Corrugated container with special skid base

Bin 054 — Storage bin with hinged lid

Bin 058 — Floating bottom container holds trays of auto parts
Custom designed to be stackable, fold-down, with or without casters, and with the proper dunnage to hold your products safely and securely, we’ll build racks for virtually any product from engines to castings to car doors to tires.
For wire, fabric, plastic tubing, or whatever material you produce, we’ll build reels from sixteen inch up to six feet diameter and anywhere in between, along with bases and cradles.

Reels & Spools

Reel 001 — Specialty spool for wire applications

Reel 002 — 30” corrugated spool made of 1/4” steel/machined hubs

Reel 003 — Reel with heat-treated sides and chemical resistant epoxy paint

Reel 004 — 49” reel for handling fabric

Reel 005 — Specialty steel spool for wire industry

Reel 006 — 1500mm and 700mm HD steel spools

Reel 008 — Large 6’ spool for holding plastic hose
For virtually any application that requires the toughness of metal, with many designed to be stackable and accessible by forklift from either side.

### Pallets & Skids

- **Pallet 001** — Double-faced aluminum pallet
- **Pallet 002** — Corrugated steel pallet w/ 4-way forklift entry
- **Pallet 003** — Aluminum pallet built for handling currency
- **Pallet 004** — Double-faced slate pallet
- **Pallet 005** — Fabric roll cradle for textile industry
- **Pallet 006** — Corrugated steel double-faced pallet
- **Pallet 007** — Heavy-duty double-faced steel pallet
- **Pallet 008** — Steel grating cooling pallet for foundry application
- **Pallet 009** — Corrugated steel slip sheet
- **Pallet 010** — Single-faced universal pallet
- **Pallet 015** — Multi-function pin pallet accepts an assortment of parts
- **Pallet 016** — Large pin-pallet with runners for forklift loading of parts